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Merton Hall Road 

Wimbledon 

London, SW19 3QB 
 

 

Headteacher Forum – Phase 1  

09 October 2019 – 9am  

Attendance:  

5 parents  

Jill Augustin – Headteacher  

Jo Ruffle – Assistant Head Phase 1 

Siân Dotchin – Parent Support Advisor (minutes)  

 

JA welcomed parents to the meeting.  

 

Baseline Assessments  

JR explained the process of baseline assessments and explained to parents that the 

school is involved in a government pilot for a new assessment criterion which will be 

put in place across all schools in 2020.  JR told parents that on entry the baseline 

assessment helps teachers to build the next steps for learning.  

 

Settling In 

JR said that the children have settled in well to the new academic year and the 

new setting for some children. Some parents commented that the long transition 

period into full days had been difficult to manage for working parents and parents 

with older siblings (extra school runs with younger children). JR said this is different for 

many schools with some keeping with half days for the whole term; however parent 

comments would be acknowledged and discussed.  

 

Tapestry 

JR said that parents should now have log in details and that activation codes will be 

sent out shortly. This will give parents access to their child’s observation comments 

and photographs. Parents will also be able to upload photographs and comments 

to Tapestry about any new learning happening at home, these photographs are 

often shared on the screen in the classroom.  

 

Dates 

JA gave some dates for parents to be aware of:  

 12 October - Community Day  

 16 October – Parents Consultations   
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 17 October -  International Day (food tasting and dressing up in international 

clothes) 

 

Uniform  

JA asked parents not to deviate from the school uniform, which brings the children 

together as a school community.  

 

Projects 

JA told parents that we are working with the Friends Association on some exciting 

projects for the school.  

Toilets: JA shared architects plans to improve the toilets that are presently the girls 

toilets, plans are to divide the large space into boys and girls and put in an entrance 

from the playground. This will be funded jointly by the school and Friends 

Association, with the paint being generously sponsored by a company that one our 

kind parents work for.  

Nursery playground: This a longer term project, but will improve the outside area in 

the Nursery, to include a mud kitchen, climbing equipment etc.  

Parent enquired about other parts of the school which need renovation; JA said that 

there was a rolling programme of renovations in place.  

 

AOB/Questions 

1. Are there plans to develop the main playground; JA explained that lots of 

smaller playground equipment had been ordered and older pupils, acting as 

play leaders, will be organising games using this. There are no plans to 

increase the amount of larger equipment at present.   

2. Football club, plan for averse weather; JA said that space for clubs to move 

to in bad weather is limited due to the number of clubs being run (this has 

increased in response to the feedback from the parents survey).  Outside 

clubs will aim to finish before the weather deteriorates/ it becomes too dark.   

3. Girls sport provision; JA said that efforts are in place to increase the sports 

offer for girls.  

4. Newsletter frequency; JA told parents that once the new website is launched 

(hopefully in the new year) newsletters will be sent out at the beginning and 

end of each half term. The school has a new website under construction 

which will contain lots of information about what is happening at school. The 

school is also sharing information/reminders and success stories via its Twitter 

page and Friday assemblies.   

5. Growth Mindset; JR said that this ethos is embedded in the school’s everyday 

practise but school will explore the possibility of having a workshop to share 

the principles of this with parents and look to put information about useful 

apps on the website.  

6. Homework, request for different tasks; JR told parents that the homework tasks 

are ideas for parents to build on their child’s learning,  but that she would 

supply some different ideas.  

 


